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SOME WEIGHTED ESTIMATES FOR LITTLEWOOD PALEY
FUNCTIONS AND RADIAL MULTIPLIERS
SHUICHI SATO
Abstract  We prove some weighted estimates for certain Littlewood Paley
operators on the weighted Hardy spaces H
p
w
   p    and on the weighted
L
p
spaces We also prove some weighted estimates for the Bochner Riesz
operators and the spherical means
  Introduction




n fg be positive and homogeneous of degree  
We assume r    and the hypersurface
  fx  R
n
  x   g














































is the Bochner	Riesz means of order  on R
n
with respect to   By Sogge   we
are motivated to consider S
 
R

















































where   C
 
R is such that t    if jtj     and t   if jtj   
Put p  nj p   j    We 
rst study the behavior of 
 
    p





  	 p    Under these conditions





































xj  c   jxj
n
with   n p





x dx   So 
 
is bounded on the weighted Lebesgue








for all r    and all w  A
r
see Sato   and Ding	Fan	Pan 
where we denote by A
r
the weight class of Muckenhoupt





to eliminate the singularity of   at the origin If




in the same way
in proving the estimates like those of Theorem   when    jj
Now we recall the de
nition of the weighted Hardy spase H
p
w
 We begin by
de
ning the weight classes Let Bx
 





radius s   Let wx be a positive measurable function on R
n
 Then we say
w  B
p



















where M is the Hardy	Littlewood maximal operator wE 
R
E
wx dx and C
pw
is a constant independent of x
 






















is independent of x
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for    p 	
Also for any   	 p 	 there exists w  B
p
which does not belong to A
 
see  
and  We observe that if w  B
p
and t     then
w Bx
 











 Choose   SR
n





x dx    Let  	 p    w  B
 
and let f be a tempered distribution We

























It is convenient to consider a dense subspace of H
p
w







 if its Fourier transform

f is compactly supported and vanishes in a














 denotes the weighted weak L
p
space of all those measurable





w fx  R
n






Then we prove the following
Theorem  Let 
 
be as in   
  Let  	 p 	    Suppose w  B
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When    jj these results also hold for 
 
in place of 
 
 as we mentioned in
Remark   We note that when    jj and wx 


















 and by part  
 







 As for a recent article dealing with the boundedness on the Hardy spaces
for the Littlewood	Paley functions see also Ding	Lu	Xue  where they study the
Marcinkiewicz integrals
Remark   For a bounded functionm de























f Then by the methods of Carbery  see also  and essentially









suitable conditions on m


























In Carbery	Rubio de Francia	Vega  this is proved for the case    jj see
also Rubio de Francia   for another proof We prove Theorem  for the general
  by applying the method of Rubio de Francia   Let S
 
R












Then Theorem  implies as in the case    jj the following see   






























fx  fx ae for all   




 provided   p 	 nn  for the case p 	  see Tao 























   n
n
 In Section  we shall prove some weighted
estimates for a modi





We assume  x  jxj in   for the rest of this section By taking the Fourier
transform we can embed these operators in an analytic family of operators in  in


































was studied in Stein  
see also Stein	Wainger   and Kaneko	Sunouchi  
Now we see some applications of Theorems   and  to the spherical means
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Remark   De































































f f  S are pointwise equivalent that






fx  B 
 
fx   
This was proved by   By   we immediately get the 


f analogue of The	
orem   see the remark below Theorem  
Remark   Let     n and    	   By Theorem  for    jj a






































Note thatMfx  cM
 

fx Let n    nn  	 p Then Duoandikoetxea	

















holds for n  pn    	  	 n    this was partly proved in Rubio de Francia
  and does not hold for   n    Stein   proved   when n      
the result for    and n   is due to Bourgain   see also   By Remark
 and a well	known argument see   and also   we can give another proof of
the inequality   when n       	 n   and nn   	 p
In the following sections we shall give the proofs of the theorems and the corollary
stated above
 Proof of Theorem  
To show Theorem   we prove a more general result For a locally integrable


















denotes the collection of polynomials of degree less than or equal to m
We also write jf j
m
 jf  mj
Let   n and let 












x dx   
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furthermore 




















 jxj  
k
g k     supp
 





   n   n j 	 for some    
j
 
   n   nj 	 
Here a denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to a Then we shall prove
the following
Proposition  Let g

be the LittlewoodPaley operator with 
 satisfying   to
 
  Let  	 p 	    Suppose   np w  B





















 Let  	 p     Suppose   np w  B
pn




















To prove Proposition   we use the following result



































for jxj    Then we have the following 
  Let  	 p 	    Suppose   np and w  B




























 Let  	 p     Suppose   np and w  B
pn



























We use the atomic decomposition to prove Proposition  Let N be a non	
negative integer and w be a locally integrable positive function on R
n
 Then a
measurable function a on R
n
is called a pNw atom  	 p    if for some x
 

















dx   for all jj  N   
where   

     
n










 jj  













x dx   and  
  Let  	 p 	    Suppose   np and w  B










 p then for a p np n w atom a we have




ax  g  C
p

where C is independent of a and  
 Let  	 p     Suppose   np and w  B
pn

















where C is independent of a 
This follows from the following result








x dx   and   Let a be a p  
n w atom supported in Bx
 
 s with   Then we have
g

















rst give a proof for the case wx 
   By   with N  n
































































































































Next let a be a p   n w atom supported in Bx
 
 s with  Then








we get the conclusion
Now we give the proof of Lemma   We 
rst prove part   Let a be a p np
n w atom supported in Bx
 
 s with  Then




ax  g  w fx  Bx
 
 s  g

ax  g




 s  g

ax  g
 I  II say
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Since g










































































where to get the last inequality we have used the doubling condition

































Since w  B




























Combining the estimates for I and II  we conclude the proof of part  
Next we turn to the proof of part  Let a be a p   n w atom supported
in Bx
 













































Combining this with the estimate appearing in    we get the conclusion
To prove Proposition    we need the following result see 
Lemma  Let  	 p 	    Suppose ff
k








w fx  jf
k
xj  g    for all k
and suppose fc
k







































by p  n w	atoms w  B
pn


























denoting the grand maximal
function see  Using this decomposition we 














































This completes the proof of Proposition    Part  can be proved in the same
way by using Lemma   
Now we turn to the proof of Proposition   First we see that if 
 satis
es the
conditions   then 
 satis
es the condition  of Proposition  Let



















































If jyj    then rjxj  rjx yj  rjxj Therefore if m    by  and 
we have











This expression of 




















If m   then




























































































Now the condition  of Proposition  follows from   and  






for all p    and all w  A
p
 So Proposition   follows from Proposition

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es the conditions   for 
 with     n   and
 	     n        n   in  Thus Theorem   follows from
Proposition  
 Proofs of Theorem  and Corollary  
The following result can be used to prove Theorem 




























































is independent of  
This was proved in Carbery	Rubio de Francia	Vega  and Rubio de Francia  
when    jj To prove the general case we use the method of   which is based
on an application of Hirschmans method in    and the weighted estimates for the
one dimensional square functions To apply that method to our case we only need
to observe that x  kxk xx is bi	Lipschitz with kxk  maxjx





Ajx  yj  jx yj  Bjx yj
for some constants A B   but this is an easy consequence of the fact that  x





























     
k




















inverse Fourier transform We can take m
 
t so that g
 























for    	  
  SHUICHI SATO














































This completes the proof




ned in   we use the
following which can be proved as in the case    jj see Stein	Weiss  Chap
VII
Lemma  Let S
 
R






















for a suitable function f  
Here we give the proof of Corollary   　Using Lemma  and Theorem  and







































for n 	  	 n We extend the estimates   and  to complex 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Then we can prove the weighted estimates of Theorem  for H
 
in place of 
 
by
the same argument as in the case of 
 
 This result also can be used to prove the
estimate   see   
 Further results























 and     We say 
  Fm  if 













class was introduced by Sato   to make a uni
ed approach to the studies of
maximal Bochner	Riesz means and maximal spherical means in certain problems
By the methods in the proof of Theorem   we can prove the following
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 Let  	 p     Suppose   np w  B
pn




















where the constant C
pw
is independent of t   
Proof  Since L  F  n   n  arguing as in   we have
T

























where a is a p n w atom supported in Bx
 
 s with  As in the case of
the proof of Proposition  this implies parts   and  Part  follows from this
estimate along with the multiplier characterization of the weighted Hardy spaces




When w  A

 part   of Proposition  is in   Also if  	 p 	   w  A

and    jj it is known that S
 p







see   Let     n       p  	 p        Then
the estimate   implies that K
 
 F  n   n  see   Thus by


















fx is as in   





















































































where the constant C
p w
is independent of R   
Part  of Corollary  extends a result of Sjolin   to the weighted Hardy
spaces When    jj and wx 
   part   with S
 












similar to  
immediately follows from   as we can see from the proof of   We





in place of T

as an application of that
estimate
 SHUICHI SATO
If  	 p 	   w  A



























































fxj and write p  n p    
 






























































































where the constant C
p
w
is independent of t   
When    jj and wx 



















also follows from an application of the argument in 
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